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EDGE stands for Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution. You can use EDGE networks when
cellular phone does not maintain 3G or 4G or when other networks are not reachable. An EDGE
system is not as fast as 3G network. Enhanced date rates for GSM Evolution provides 3G packet
data through GSM networks. It also uses a new inflection and modulation scheme to facilitate data.
Moreover, there are also some modifications, which enhance the speed on an EDGE phone.

There is need to use EDGE technology for making the GSM networks in advance. Global system for
mobiles technology enlarges the data capacity of GPRS up to three times. Consequently, EDGE
mobile phones have capacity to address three times as evaluated to GPRS technology. The EDGE
subscribers can easily access all the advanced and upgraded mobile services like MMS (Multimedia
Message Service), high speed internet, emails, downloading, uploading music and video clips etc.

EDGE is a faster version of GSM, which gives high speed 3G technology. EDGE networks are
considered to bring multimedia applications for instance streaming television, audios and videos etc.
There are some instructions, which you can pursue to enhance the speed on an EDGE mobile
phone. The main instructions for boosting the speed on an EDGE mobile phone are as follows:-

1.Reboot you mobile phone and open the internet on the phone. When numerous applications and
programs are utilized at once, the mobile phoneâ€™s processor generally becomes slow.

2.There is need to download and try other different internet browsers. Diverse types of browsers
entail more internet bandwidth with than others.

3.You can open one page and download one item at a time. This will reduce the use of the
transmission capacity. Every page you open needs a certain amount of bandwidth to view and run
that page.

4.You can immobilize images in the browser and afterwards, you can also reduce the use of games,
direct messaging and chat features etc.

The main benefits of EDGE mobile phone technology are that it conveys SMS and MMS in a fast
speed and it also provides best internet facilities like net browsing, videos surfing and downloading
etc. Now days, the data transfer is completed in seconds. The GPRS technology captures 6
seconds for transferring a 40 KB file where the file captures only 2 seconds on an EDGE mobile
technology. So, all GPRS and EDGE consumers can easily make most of the technology with a
particular installation.
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If you are looking for greatest EDGE a Mobile RechargeÂ  technology, feel free to visit on
mobikwik.com for best a Online RechargeÂ  services.
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